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Macroeconomics for Managers
What do economists know that business executives find useful? Economics ought
to be indispensable for business decision-makers because it deals with the issues
executives face daily: what to pro duce, how and how much, at what price, how
best to use resources (time, labor, capital), how to understand markets. Why, then,
do managers often think that economists' theories are ivory-tower and impractical?
Perhaps because most economics texts are mystifying, jargon-rid den, and written
from every perspective except that of the line manager. In Executive Economics:
Ten Essential Tools for Managers, Shlomo Maital brings economics down to earth,
back to the hard day-to-day decisions that executives have to make. He shows how
all decisions can be organized around two key questions: What is it worth? What
must I give up to get it? Answering these questions depends upon finding and
maintaining the right relation in the "triangle of profit" -- cost, price, and value.
Each of Executive Economics ten chapters focuses on one or more legs of the
triangle of profit, defines a decision tool, and illustrates how it can be used to
improve the quality of executive decisions. Drawing on recent examples from both
Fortune 500 firms and smaller companies, Maital shows why economics main
contribution is to deepen executives' understanding of the structure of their costs,
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and to explain why some of a business's highest expenses are those that never
appear on a check stub or in a profit-and-loss statement. Executive Economics is
written for executives, about executives, and by an author who has both taught
executives at MIT's Sloan School of Management for over a decade and served as a
consultant to small and large businesses. It is must reading for executives who
need simple, effective decision-making tools to give them an edge in today's
competitive global economy.

Executive Economics
Written specifically for MBA students, this Second Edition of MANAGING IN A
GLOBAL ECONOMY: DEMYSTIFYING INTERNATIONAL MACROECONOMICS presents
macroeconomics in the context of models for decision-making and offers a
strategic business focus. With business applications, concrete business examples,
and an approach to macroeconomic theory via markets, Marthinsen demonstrates
how macroeconomics can help leaders make better business decisions. The book
helps students grasp practical big picture concepts, nurtures an understanding of
what causes macroeconomic variables to change, and relates these changes to
issues confronting managers. Marthinsen integrates the three major
macroeconomic sectors (the real goods market, real loanable funds market, and
foreign exchange market) in a user-friendly way. Liberating readers from dry,
overly complex macroeconomic models, Marthinsen uses theory only as a means
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to an end for practical understanding and includes a minimum of math. Real world
business examples show how economic shocks, such as monetary and fiscal
policies or shifts in international capital flows, affect management decisions.
Keeping readers visually engaged with strategic use of figures, tables, charts, and
illustrative exhibits, MANAGING IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY emphasizes the interaction
among markets and equips MBAs with a macroeconomic perspective that will last
(and be used) for years. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Macroeconomics for Business
In today’s global village, every manager is a global manager. Even if your business
is putatively 'local', with no sales abroad, you still probably face competitors in
other countries. Smartonomics provides global managers with a simple, powerful
set of macroeconomic tools, many of which have been until now rather opaque for
non-economists, that empower them to think independently, swim against the tide
(when warranted), and at times enter markets when everyone else is abandoning
them. It will provide managers a holistic picture of the global marketplace and the
systemic risks it conceals. Throughout this book, readers will find numerous case
studies, illustrating how smart managers transform risk into opportunity, as well as
numerous action learning exercises, to help readers test whether they understand
the eight tools well enough to employ them and through them achieve important
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insights.

Macroeconomics for Managers
A sophisticated yet non-technical introduction to microeconomics for MBA
students, now in its third edition.

A Concise Guide to Macroeconomics
An account of America's debt crisis argues for specific measures to prevent a loss
of the nation's superpower status, identifying the role of the national debt in the
lives of ordinary citizens while analyzing government practices that prevent debt
reductions.

Principles of Microeconomics 2e
Master a complete roadmap for emerging market business success and
profitability! Emerging markets are generating unprecedented opportunities, but
they are far more complex and risky than they may seem. Profiting in these
markets entails retooling business models, products, and strategies to exploit
these differences, instead of falling victim to them. Too many American, European
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and Japanese companies continue to operate with a “developed world” mentality
that seeks to merely adapt existing products and strategies, while underestimating
the unique challenges of managing a business in radically different contexts.
Operating in Emerging Markets draws from real-life examples and today's most
valuable research to offer a step-by-step blueprint for improving profitability in
emerging markets. Pioneering researchers Dr. Luciano Ciravegna and Dr. Robert
Fitzgerald walk you through understanding the true risks and challenges;
identifying and investing the right resources; developing the right strategies,
products, and processes; and learning from both the successes and failures that
have come before you. An indispensable resource for all decision-makers in
companies that are (or plan to) operating in emerging markets; and for all
graduate business students who may do so in the future. "Publications devoted to
rapidly transforming economies are on the rise, but the contribution is often
marginal. This new book, Operating in Emerging Markets , authored by Luciano
Ciravegna, Robert Fitzgerald, and Sumit Kundu, is an exception. It provides
valuable insights into what makes these economies grow and prosper. Most
importantly, it responds to the need for practical approaches to tapping emerging
markets. Thus it should assist current and future managers in navigating these
high-potential but high-risk countries." --S. Tamer Cavusgil, Callaway Professorial
Chair and Executive Director, CIBER, J. Mack Robinson College of Business. Georgia
State University
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Economics for Managers, Global Edition
Revised edition of: Macroeconomics and the global business environment / David
Miles, Andrew Scott. 2nd ed.

A Concise Guide to Macroeconomics
Acquaints management students with the macroeconomic framework that provides
the general economic environment within which business decisions are taken. This
has been designed as an induction level textbook and can be used by both BBA
and MBA students for

International Macroeconomics for Business and Political
Leaders
Now more than ever before, executives and managers need to understand their
larger economic context. In A Concise Guide to Macroeconomics, David Moss
leverages his many years of teaching experience at Harvard Business School to lay
out important macroeconomic concepts in engaging, clear, and concise terms. In a
simple and intuitive way, he breaks down the ideas into “output,” “money,” and
“expectations.” In addition, Moss introduces powerful tools for interpreting the bigPage 7/29
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picture economic developments that shape events in the contemporary business
arena. Detailed examples are also drawn from history to illuminate important
concepts. This book is destined to become a staple in MBA courses—as well as the
go-to resource for executives and managers at all levels seeking to brush up on
their knowledge of macroeconomic dynamics.

Operating in Emerging Markets
For many Americans, capitalism is a dynamic engine of prosperity that rewards the
bold, the daring, and the hardworking. But to many outside the United States,
capitalism seems like an initiative that serves only to concentrate power and
wealth in the hands of a few hereditary oligarchies. As A History of Corporate
Governance around the World shows, neither conception is wrong. In this volume,
some of the brightest minds in the field of economics present new empirical
research that suggests that each side of the debate has something to offer the
other. Free enterprise and well-developed financial systems are proven to produce
growth in those countries that have them. But research also suggests that in some
other capitalist countries, arrangements truly do concentrate corporate ownership
in the hands of a few wealthy families. A History of Corporate Governance around
the World provides historical studies of the patterns of corporate governance in
several countries-including the large industrial economies of Canada, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States; larger
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developing economies like China and India; and alternative models like those of
the Netherlands and Sweden.

A History of Macroeconomics from Keynes to Lucas and Beyond
Connections among different assets, asset classes, portfolios, and the stocks of
individual institutions are critical in examining financial markets. Interest in
financial markets implies interest in underlying macroeconomic fundamentals. In
Financial and Macroeconomic Connectedness, Frank Diebold and Kamil Yilmaz
propose a simple framework for defining, measuring, and monitoring
connectedness, which is central to finance and macroeconomics. These measures
of connectedness are theoretically rigorous yet empirically relevant. The approach
to connectedness proposed by the authors is intimately related to the familiar
econometric notion of variance decomposition. The full set of variance
decompositions from vector auto-regressions produces the core of the
'connectedness table.' The connectedness table makes clear how one can begin
with the most disaggregated pair-wise directional connectedness measures and
aggregate them in various ways to obtain total connectedness measures. The
authors also show that variance decompositions define weighted, directed
networks, so that these proposed connectedness measures are intimately related
to key measures of connectedness used in the network literature. After describing
their methods in the first part of the book, the authors proceed to characterize
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daily return and volatility connectedness across major asset (stock, bond, foreign
exchange and commodity) markets as well as the financial institutions within the
U.S. and across countries since late 1990s. These specific measures of volatility
connectedness show that stock markets played a critical role in spreading the
volatility shocks from the U.S. to other countries. Furthermore, while the return
connectedness across stock markets increased gradually over time the volatility
connectedness measures were subject to significant jumps during major crisis
events. This book examines not only financial connectedness, but also real
fundamental connectedness. In particular, the authors show that global business
cycle connectedness is economically significant and time-varying, that the U.S. has
disproportionately high connectedness to others, and that pairwise country
connectedness is inversely related to bilateral trade surpluses.

Markets for Managers
Core Economics for Managers
Principles of Microeconomics 2e covers the scope and sequence of most
introductory microeconomics courses. The text includes many current examples,
which are handled in a politically equitable way. The outcome is a balanced
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approach to the theory and application of economics concepts. The second edition
has been thoroughly revised to increase clarity, update data and current event
impacts, and incorporate the feedback from many reviewers and adopters. The
text and images in this book are grayscale. The first (previous) edition of Principles
of Microeconomics via OpenStax is available via ISBN 9781680920093.

Macroeconomics for Management
Microeconomics for MBAs
Principles of Macroeconomics is aimed at core courses in macroeconomics for MBA
and MSc students, and undergraduate students taking business studies and
economics degrees and those studying economics as part of a professional
qualification.

Introduction to Business
This book retraces the history of macroeconomics from Keynes's General Theory to
the present. Central to it is the contrast between a Keynesian era and a Lucasian or dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) - era, each ruled by distinct
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methodological standards. In the Keynesian era, the book studies the following
theories: Keynesian macroeconomics, monetarism, disequilibrium macro (Patinkin,
Leijongufvud, and Clower) non-Walrasian equilibrium models, and first-generation
new Keynesian models. Three stages are identified in the DSGE era: new classical
macro (Lucas), RBC modelling, and second-generation new Keynesian modeling.
The book also examines a few selected works aimed at presenting alternatives to
Lucasian macro. While not eschewing analytical content, Michel De Vroey focuses
on substantive assessments, and the models studied are presented in a
pedagogical and vivid yet critical way.

A History of Corporate Governance around the World
In this engaging text Joshua Gans turns economic teaching on its head. Specifically
aimed at the management or MBA student, Core Economics for Managers covers
the essentials but does so in ways that build on and reinforce the student's work
experiencesBeginning with the tools of decision-making, this book does not shy
away from the complexities of managerial decisions but embraces them to
consider both uncertainty and strategic interaction in a readily accessible way. This
allows the student to move with ease to considering the principles of negotiated
exchange and how prices are formed when parties interact face to face rather than
anonymously in markets. This provides a natural way of talking about competition
and the gains from cooperation.The traditional topics of economics and
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competitive strategy can then be introduced by considering pricing; that is, how a
firm chooses its price, how a firm can innovate in pricing, how prices are
constrained by competition and how prices can act as signals for investment.
Finally, with all of these tools in hand, the student can seamlessly move on to
topics of contracting, outsourcing, the provision of incentives and the building of
relationships.No other single book covers this multitude of topics in such an
accessible way. Gone are unnecessary jargon from economics and strategy. All
that remains is the core. And that core can be taken with the student back into
their studies and commercial life.

Principles of Macroeconomics
Today’s news media displays an intense fascination with the global economy—and
for good reason. The degree of worldwide economic integration is unprecedented.
Rising globalization has lifted living standards and reduced poverty, while foreign
markets and new technologies continue to present opportunities for entrepreneurs
and corporations. Still, economic shocks can spread across the world in minutes,
impacting billions of lives. The political framework supporting globalization is now
under scrutiny, and recent elections suggest economic policies may be readjusted
in the coming years. This book will help you learn about economics in everyday
language, using little or no math, giving you better tools to interpret current events
as well as long-term economic and political developments. Modern economics
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offers a powerful framework for understanding globalization, international trade,
and economic growth. You may possess years of hands-on experience dealing with
business cycles and foreign competitive pressures, but lack a solid grounding in
economic concepts that shed light on the forces of globalization. This book is here
to help.

Macroeconomics for Managers
This text offers business school students an excellent practical explanation of the
short-term linkages in the macroeconomic arena. While the underlying theoretical
constructs are not ignored, emphasis is placed on the empirical underpinnings and
managerial implications of macroeconomics. The text begins by introducing key
concepts such as the GDP, National and Personal Income, and the various
measures of inflation and unemployment. Building on this foundation it then
analyzes the following aspects of macroeconomics: aggregate supply and demand,
international financial markets, cyclical fluctuations, policy analysis, and
forecasting. Engages the reader with detailed case studies and "Manager's
Briefcase" discussions. Focuses on the short-term linkages in macroeconomics.
Uses an empirically oriented approach, while also explaining underlying theoretical
constructs. Includes chapter summaries, key concepts, and practice questions.
Lecturer resources available at http://www.blackwellpublishing.com/mfm/
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Financial and Macroeconomic Connectedness
Discover how to use managerial economics to both diagnose and solve business
problems with this breakthrough text, designed specifically for MBA learners like
you. Froeb/McCann/Ward/Shor's MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS, 4E offers a succinct,
fast-paced, yet challenging, approach full of invaluable insights from cover to
cover. This edition incorporates less math and fewer technical models, graphs and
figures than traditional managerial economics books while emphasizing the real
decisions that today's managers face on a daily basis. Current, interactive
applications place you in the roles of decision maker within a variety of real
business scenarios, making this book an excellent ongoing resource for your
business career. The latest updates throughout this lively edition keep you abreast
of the most recent economic developments and current economic challenges
worldwide. With MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS, 4E you learn how to apply economic
theory to even the most formidable business challenges. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Measuring Entrepreneurial Businesses
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Macroeconomics
A textbook with innovative real-world macroeconomic analyses of timely policy
issues, with case studies and examples from more than fifty countries. This timely
and refreshingly real–world focused textbook examines some of the world's most
critical policy issues through a macroeconomics lens. After presenting analytical
foundations, modeling tools, and theoretical perspectives, Economics of Global
Business goes a step further than most other texts, with a practical look at the
local and multinational tradeoffs facing economic policymakers in more than fifty
countries. Topics range from income equality and the financial crisis to GDP,
inflation and unemployment, and, notably, one of the first macroeconomic
examinations of climate change. Written by a globetrotting economist who teaches
and consults on three continents, Economics of Global Business aims not for
definitive answers but rather to provide a better understanding of the contextdependent rationales, constraints, and consequences of economic policy decisions.
The book covers long-run and short-run growth (with examples from the United
States, China, the European Union, South Korea, Japan, Latin America, Africa,
Australia, and Vietnam); financial crises and central banks; monetary and fiscal
policies; government budgets; currency regimes; climate change and
macroeconomics; income inequality; and globalization. All chapters rely on recent
and historical examples of economic policy in action. The book is particularly
suitable for use as an introduction to macroeconomics for business students.
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Contemporary Issues in Business, Economics and Finance
International Economics, Second Edition
International Macroeconomics for Business and Political Leaders explains the
fundamentals of international macroeconomics in a very efficient and
approachable text. It explores key macro concepts such as growth, unemployment,
inflation, interest, and exchange rates. Crucially, it also examines how these
markets are interconnected so that readers will fully understand why economic,
political, and social shocks to nations, such as the United States, China, Germany,
Japan, and Brazil, must be evaluated in the context of all three macroeconomic
markets: goods and services, credit, and foreign exchange. This book is as relevant
and useful to individuals who have successfully taken and passed a Principles of
Economics course, or more, as it is to those who have never taken any economics
in high school or college but are motivated to understand the way international
economies act and react. It uses an innovative approach to teach supply and
demand principles, without using graphs, so as to be understandable and
accessible to any interested reader or audience. This is not a theory-for-theory’ssake textbook but a practice-oriented, common-sense approach to explaining
international macroeconomics which quickly connects readers to real world events.
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White House Burning
For one semester MBA Managerial Economics courses Economics for Managers
presents the fundamental ideas of microeconomics and macroeconomics and
integrates them from a managerial decision-making perspective in a framework
that can be used in a single-semester course. To be competitive in today’s
business environment, managers must understand how economic forces affect
their business and the factors that must be considered when making business
decisions. This is the only book that provides business students and MBAs with a
thorough and applied understanding of both micro- and macroeconomic concepts
in a way non-economics majors can understand. The third edition retains all the
same core concepts and straightforward material on micro- and macroeconomics
while incorporating new case material and real-world examples that relate to
today’s managerial student.

Applied Financial Macroeconomics and Investment Strategy
Introduction to Business covers the scope and sequence of most introductory
business courses. The book provides detailed explanations in the context of core
themes such as customer satisfaction, ethics, entrepreneurship, global business,
and managing change. Introduction to Business includes hundreds of current
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business examples from a range of industries and geographic locations, which
feature a variety of individuals. The outcome is a balanced approach to the theory
and application of business concepts, with attention to the knowledge and skills
necessary for student success in this course and beyond.

A Concise Guide to Macroeconomics, Second Edition
Economics for Managers presents the fundamental ideas of microeconomics and
macroeconomics and then integrates them from a managerial decision-making
perspective in a framework that can be used by any manager, executive or
decision-maker. To be competitive in today's business environment, managers
must understand how economic forces affect their business and what must be
considered when making business decisions. This is the only book that provides a
thorough and applied understanding of both micro- and macroeconomic concepts
to the non-economics based reader. The second edition retains all the same core
concepts and straightforward material on micro- and macroeconomics while
incorporating new case material and real-world examples. Managers and
Economics; Demand, Supply, and Equilibrium Prices; Demand Elasticities ;
Techniques for Understanding Consumer Demand and Behavior; Production and
Cost Analysis in the Short Run; Production and Cost Analysis in the Long Run;
Market Structure: Perfect Competition; Market Structure: Monopoly and
Monopolistic Competition; Market Structure: Oligopoly; Pricing Strategies for the
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Firm; Measuring Macroeconomic Activity ; Spending by Individuals, Firms, and
Governments on Real Goods and Services; The Role of Money in the Macro
Economy; The Aggregate Model of the Macro Economy; International and Balance
of Payments Issues in the Macro Economy; Combining Micro and Macro Analysis for
Managerial Decision Making MARKET: For managers and executives with a basic
foundation of micro- and macroeconomic concepts who would like to improve their
core understanding of these principles in order to apply them from a managerial
perspective.

Managerial Economics
Managerial Dilemmas extends the use of analytical techniques from organisational
economics to the spheres of organisational culture and leadership in politics and
business.

Microeconomics for Managers, 2nd Edition
Baye and PrinceËs bestselling Managerial Economics and Business Strategy
provides a complete solution designed to help students use tools from
intermediate microeconomics, game theory, and industrial organization to make
sound managerial decisions. Now fully integrated within McGraw-HillËs Connect
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Plus platform, the 8th edition provides instructors with new ways to assess student
performance in the managerial economics course. Students benefit from
LearnSmartËs adaptive learning modules, designed reinforce core concepts in each
chapter. A range of print and digital formats combined with frontier research,
inclusion of modern topics, and balanced coverage of traditional and modern
microeconomics produce a new offering that is easier to teach from and more
dynamic and engaging for students.

Macroeconomics For Business And Society: A
Developed/developing Country Perspective On The "New
Economy"
Understanding macroeconomic developments and policies in the twenty-first
century is daunting: policy-makers face the combined challenges of supporting
economic activity and employment, keeping inflation low and risks of financial
crises at bay, and navigating the ever-tighter linkages of globalization. Many
professionals face demands to evaluate the implications of developments and
policies for their business, financial, or public policy decisions. Macroeconomics for
Professionals provides a concise, rigorous, yet intuitive framework for assessing a
country's macroeconomic outlook and policies. Drawing on years of experience at
the International Monetary Fund, Leslie Lipschitz and Susan Schadler have created
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an operating manual for professional applied economists and all those required to
evaluate economic analysis.

Managerial Dilemmas
An innovative textbook that provides a concise explanation of the foundations of
modern macroeconomic theory and its methods.

Macroeconomics for Management Students
In recent years the world economy has been undergoing drastic changes, the East
Asian miracle, the financial crisis, and today, globalization and the fundamental
changes associated with the “new economy”. This book integrates these
developments with macroeconomics for business managers and
policymakers.Macroeconomics is essential background for the business manager
and policymaker. Consequently macroeconomics is an integral part of the business
curriculum in mature and developing countries alike. And well it should be. The
economy affects decisions by investors, manufacturers, distributors, importers and
exporters, etc. in all parts of the world. Often, it is the difference between growth
and profitability on one hand, and stagnation or failure on the other. In recent
years as the world economy has undergone overwhelming changes, especially in
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East Asia and now in the advanced countries, understanding what is going on in
the local economy and “out there in the world” has become a particular challenge
to managers. The new developments, of which the “new economy” is the most
recent one, do not supercede the basic theoretical framework of macroeconomics.
But they add greatly to the challenge of understanding the economic situation and
to its uncertainty.This book was originally written to meet the needs of a business
curriculum based on the program at the Sasin Graduate Institute of Business
Administration of Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok in collaboration with the
Wharton and Kellogg Business Schools in the United States. The book is intended
for a broad audience — both domestic and international — that includes mature
MBA business students, intermediate level undergraduates, and informed
laypersons.

Macroeconomics for MBAs and Masters of Finance
The absolute and relative performance of various asset classes is systematically
related to macroeconomic trends. In this new book, Robert McGee provides a
thorough guide to each stage of the business cycle and analyzes the investment
implications using real-world examples linking economic dynamics to investment
results.
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Managing in a Global Economy: Demystifying International
Macroeconomics
Geared toward executives and managers, a revised guide explains important
concepts in macroeconomics using detailed examples from history and helps break
down how the economy really works and what impact it has on the business world.
12,500 first printing.

Demystifying Global Macroeconomics
Understanding the Ground Rules for the Global Economy In this revised and
updated edition of A Concise Guide to Macroeconomics, David A. Moss draws on his
years of teaching at Harvard Business School to explain important macro concepts
using clear and engaging language. This guidebook covers the essentials of
macroeconomics and examines, in a simple and intuitive way, the core ideas of
output, money, and expectations. Early chapters leave you with an understanding
of everything from fiscal policy and central banking to business cycles and
international trade. Later chapters provide a brief monetary history of the United
States as well as the basics of macroeconomic accounting. You'll learn why
countries trade, why exchange rates move, and what makes an economy grow.
Moss's detailed examples will arm you with a clear picture of how the economy
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works and how key variables impact business and will equip you to anticipate and
respond to major macroeconomic events, such as a sudden depreciation of the real
exchange rate or a steep hike in the federal funds rate. Read this book from start
to finish for a complete overview of macroeconomics, or use it as a reference when
you're confronted with specific challenges, like the need to make sense of
monetary policy or to read a balance of payments statement. Either way, you'll
come away with a broad understanding of the subject and its key pieces, and you'll
be empowered to make smarter business decisions.

Smartonomics
A thoroughly revised new edition of a leading textbook that equips MBA students
with the powerful tools of economics This is a thoroughly revised and substantially
streamlined new edition of a leading textbook that shows MBA students how
understanding economics can help them make smarter and better-informed realworld management decisions. David Kreps, one of the world’s most influential
economists, has developed and refined Microeconomics for Managers over
decades of teaching at Stanford’s Graduate School of Business. Stressing game
theory and strategic thinking and driven by in-depth, integrated case studies, the
book shows future managers how economics can provide practical answers to
critical business problems. Focuses on case studies and real companies, such as
Amazon, Microsoft, General Motors, United Airlines, and Xerox Covers essential
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topics for future managers—including price discrimination, Porter’s five forces, risk
sharing and spreading, signaling and screening, credibility and reputation, and
economics and organizational behavior Features an online supplement (available
at micro4managers.stanford.edu) for students that provides solutions to the
problems in the book, longer caselike exercises, review problems, a calculus
review, and more

Macroeconomics for Professionals
Contemporary Studies in Economic and Financial Analysis (CSEF 104) dedicates 16
chapters in articles and studies on Contemporary Issues of Business Economics
and Finance. Authors contributed from the International Applied Social Science
Congress, held in Turkey.

Economics of Global Business
Introduces domestic and global macroeconomic developments, policies, and data
for business professionals and students with no background in economics.

Managerial Economics & Business Strategy
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Demystifying Global Macroeconomics (DGM) provides readers with a practical,
working use of international macroeconomics. For serious business and political
leaders, understanding the global interconnections in economic and financial
markets is crucial for making informed and well-timed decisions. DGM takes the
mystery out of seemingly complex economic interactions by providing an easy-tounderstand framework within which to analyze the effects of economic, social, and
political shocks to a nation’s economy. John E. Marthinsen integrates the three
major macroeconomic sectors, which are the credit market, goods and services
market, and foreign exchange market. The author provides the reader with
contemporary examples that virtually leap off the front pages of our daily news
reports and confront business managers and politicians with choices and decisions
to make. For example, DGM shows how to use macroeconomic tools and a global
framework to analyze the effects of: U.S. tariffs on China and China’s tariffs on the
United States Infrastructure spending Speculative capital outflows from nations
under stress, such as Argentina and Turkey, and speculative capital inflows into
safe-haven countries, such as Switzerland Demonetization in India Successfully
fighting the opioid abuse problem in the United States Border adjustment tax
Monetary policies Fiscal policies Marthinsen keeps readers visually engaged with
the strategic use of figures, tables, charts, and illustrative exhibits. Demystifying
Global Macroeconomics emphasizes the interaction among markets and equips
readers with a macroeconomic perspective that will last (and be used) for years.
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Economics for Managers
Measuring Entrepreneurial Businesses: Current Knowledge and Challenges brings
together and unprecedented group of economists, data providers, and data
analysts to discuss research on the state of entrepreneurship and to address the
challenges in understanding this dynamic part of the economy. Each chapter
addresses the challenges of measuring entrepreneurship and how entrepreneurial
firms contribute to economies and standards of living. The book also investigates
heterogeneity in entrepreneurs, challenges experienced by entrepreneurs over
time, and how much less we know than we think about entrepreneurship given
data limitations. This volume will be a groundbreaking first serious look into
entrepreneurship in the NBER's Income and Wealth series.
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